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Abstract 
In America, the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial , first formed in 1918, had resources totalling nearly 75 million dollars to 
fund large scale research programs in developmental psychology.  Programs funded by the Memorial included Institutes at Iowa 
State University, Teachers College of Columbia University, the University of Minnesota, and the University of California at 
Berkeley. International programs were also supported including labs at the University of Toronto and Piaget’s work in 
Switzerland. This led to an enormous increase in the number of researchers interested in studying children.  These researchers 
often called for democratic approaches to parenting . This paper will look at a few of their recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 
Compared to pediatrics, psychology was fairly slow in becoming involved with research on children.  G. Stanley 
Hall developed an enthusiastic movement in the early years of the 20th century, but by World War I he had 
maintained few followers. Harold Jones (1956) reported that a survey conducted in 1918 indicated that only 3 
psychologists in the United States had a primary interest in research on children.  But within a few years there was 
an enormous change.  For example, the first Directory of Research on Child Development (Marston, 1927) listed 
417 researchers in the United States and Canada involved in doing research on children, and a second edition 
(Hicks, 1931) listed 627 investigators.  One factor that brought about this rapid development was the ambitious 
work of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial. After John D. Rockefeller’s wife died in 1915, the Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller Memorial (often referred to as the Memorial) was established by him as a philanthropic 
organization in memory of his wife. Its charge was to support research and social programs aimed at improving the 
lives of women and children.  Beginning with capital of $74 million dollars, the child research programs got 
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underway in 1923 under the direction of economist Lawrence K. Frank.  Elizabeth Lomax (1978) has argued that 
Lawrence K. Frank did more than any other person in America to initiate research in developmental psychology.  
Ernest Hilgard (1987) adds, “Seldom has one person been so important in providing the impetus for and the 
implementation of an upsurge in investigation in an area of science as Lawrence K. Frank was… to developmental 
psychology” (p. 538). 
Between 1923 and 1929 Frank developed five major research institutes housed at Iowa State, Teachers College of 
Columbia University, the University of Minnesota, the University of California at Berkeley, and at the University of 
Toronto.  In addition to these five major programs, grants were made to support additional smaller programs.  
Arnold Gesell’s program at Yale received a grant, as did the Merrill-Palmer School in Detroit, the Fels Research 
Institute in Yellow Springs Ohio, the Child Research Council in Denver, the Harvard School of Public Health, the 
Brush Foundation at Western Reserve University, and the developmental psychology program at the University of 
Georgia. And there were still others. 
In addition to emphasis on research, Frank placed major emphasis on parent education.  His vision was that the 
knowledge gained by the research institutes would quickly be made available to parents so that parents could apply 
that knowledge.  Bryson (1993) argues that Frank was aware of the fact that the child study movement under G. 
Stanley Hall which had disappeared 20 years earlier after being extremely popular for a time.  Frank believed that 
the current child study programs of the 1920’s were on a much firmer foundation since well designed research was 
underway in well financed state-of-the-art facilities. But Frank worried that popularizes would misrepresent the 
research findings of the research institutes, and he sought ways to control the flow of information.  To this effect he 
and the Memorial played an instrumental role in the establishment of Parents’ magazine in 1926 as an outlet for 
researchers to make recommendations to parents.  This endeavor proved to be extremely successful.  Beginning with 
an initial circulation of 25,000 in 1926, Parents’ had a circulation of almost 1,000,000 by the 1940’s.  It was also 
one of the only magazines in America whose circulation continued to grow throughout the years of the great 
depression. 
A number of psychologists affiliated with the institutes published in Parents’, and their advice was often quite 
different from those like John Watson who took a behaviorist approach.  Here are a few examples. In the February 
and March 1933 issues of Parents’ Florence Goodenough of the Institute of Child Welfare at the University of 
Minnesota advised parents on dealing with temper tantrums.  The advice was based on her study Anger in Young 
Children (1931) first published as an academic work two years earlier.  Her basic approach was to divide a sample 
of children into those who were above her group average in anger and those who were below the group average.  
Goodenough sought to find reasons for the differences between the two groups.  For one, she found that the high 
anger group tended to have parents who used physical punishment as a form of discipline.  On top of everything else 
Goodenough found that this discipline was frequently inconsistent. The most frequent form of discipline in the 
below average group was the use of reason by parents. Goodenough found that while reasoning was not always 
effective in averting an immediate problem such as a tantrum, her research showed that it had long term 
effectiveness in reducing future tantrums. 
Harold Anderson at the Child Welfare Research Station of the State University of Iowa wrote on how standards 
of discipline had changed in America in the October 1933 issue of Parents’.  Anderson began by telling readers that 
the discipline of “grandmother’s” era meant strict obedience.  He asked his readers if this form of discipline was still 
effective during the Great Depression in America: 
In order to establish fairly this discipline of the old school, let us consider some important questions: Has the 
discipline of our grandparents produced character?  Can it be said that the present generation of adults have 
developed judgment, foresight, understanding, healthy attitudes or social mindedness?   It would seem that our utter 
bewilderment in the face of recent social, political and economic problems is conclusive testimony to the lack of 
growth within ourselves (p. 14-15). 
Anderson went on to tell his readers that when parents dominate their children, children begin to loose important 
opportunities for growth.  Anderson pointed out that a new much more effective approach to discipline was what he 
called self discipline.  This meant that parents should help their children to become responsible for their own 
conduct and to make their own decisions.  The most important goal for parents in raising children was to develop 
self control and, he said, children could demonstrate self control at “three months, at three years, at thirteen, or at 
thirty…” (p. 15). 
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William Blatz, director of the St. George’s School for child study at the University of Toronto, wrote on a similar 
theme.  He argued that democratic parenting styles worked best.  He continued that discipline problems, such as 
lying, are seldom a problem when, “discipline was consistent and fair and his parents love and trust him” (p.13).  
But while he encouraged parents to be authoritative towards children, he warned that the situation can be complex.  
In advice that anticipates Kohlberg’s higher stages of moral development, he advised parents that children need to 
be aware that social rules and expectations can sometimes contradict one another. He gave the example of the child 
who is told that she must always tell the truth, but is also warned about tattling. He warned that situations like these 
come up, and are difficult for the child to understand as they are just beginning to develop a personal moral code. 
Many others from the Institutes funded by Lawrence Frank and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial 
contributed articles to Parents’ in the years from 1926 to the mid 1930’s.  As a group, they had a theme running 
through them advocating authoritative parenting, democratic home environments, and self discipline anticipating 
Diana Baunrind’s work of four decades later.   
It has often been argued that parental advice in the post World War I era stressed firm discipline, obedience, and 
the formation of good habits.  John Watson, a psychologist, and Douglas Thom a physician, both made strong 
arguments for this point of view.  But the first generation of developmental psychologists were making a case for a 
far more democratic form of parenting . The chair of the 1930 White House Conference, Kenneth D. Blackfan 
(1883-1941), emphasized this new approach that focused, among other things, on the development of individual 
differences among children: 
Secure for each child the best environment for that child.  Study each child as a lock, unique in its mechanism; 
and then devise the special key that will fit that lock, so that the door of opportunity be thrown open, as widely as 
constitution permits, for each child to develop under individual training his individual innate capacities (White 
House Conference, 1932, p. 27). 
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